
Life can be much broader once you discover  

one simple fact: everything around you  

that you call life was made up by  

people that were no smarter than you.  

And you can change it, you can influence it,  

you can build your own things...

The minute that you understand that you can  

poke life, you can mould it... once you learn that,  

you’ll never be the same again.

Steve Jobs
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PROLOGUE

A larm rings. Get up. Feed cat. Late to work. Walk up the hill and 
down into the tube station. �is is all I’ll see of the outside 

world all day.
Every morning the same commute, packed in a tube train so 

closely that all I can see and smell is the next person’s armpit.
Standing there I look at the people around me. We are supposed 

to be some of the most successful humans of our generation and  
we are sleep deprived, stressed and packed into a metal box on  
our way to an of�ce-shaped box. Someone isn’t wearing deodorant. 
�e guy next to me, in the Hugo Boss suit, is listening to dance 
music on his iPod, pretending to be alive for just one moment.

�e doors open and more people cram in so that every part of 
my body is touching someone else’s. I can’t breathe.

Someone steps on my foot and I can’t move out of the way. If we 
were animals this would not be legal. Battery cage humans going 
from our commute cage to our career cage, when all I want to do is 
run out of there, past the buildings and roam free in the sunshine. 
�e thought strikes me ‘I want to be a free range human’.

�en someone’s elbow strikes me and I forget all about that 
crazy dream.

For now.
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INTRODUCTION

From beach to boardroom

‘Enjoy your adventures now,’ said my Dad, ‘you won’t be able to do 
that sort of thing when you...’

And just then the line went. I was on a payphone – remember 
those? – in Koh Samui. I was 22. Feet in the sand, �ip-�ops in my 
hand and a queue of bedraggled Full Moon backpackers outside, 
waiting to make their calls. �is was the �rst time I’d talked to Dad 
for a month, and I’d just told him I was going trekking in the jungle.

‘Can’t hear you, Dad...’
‘I said...’ he shouted through the bad line ‘... you won’t be able to 

do that sort of thing when you grow up and get a proper job.’
Did anyone ever tell you the same thing? After all, that’s how life 

is supposed to be, isn’t it? Have fun, then settle down, commute, 
work, commute, die (with a few years at the end, if you’re lucky).

Dreams aren’t meant to last. �ey’re what you have when you’re 
young and foolish. �ey’re what you give up when you get a real 
job. Everyone knows that.

Everyone except, it seemed, the 22-year-old me. Standing in the 
sunshine, phone in hand, I just laughed. Why would I do that? �is 
was wonderful. I couldn’t see anything that would make me give  
up this life of freedom!

Fast-forward a few years later and I was �rmly seconded in a cor-
porate job. Sitting at my desk, I adjusted my Prada glasses, pushed 
aside my sandwich and sighed at yet another spreadsheet. �ere 
was no question of ending up on a tropical island that  afternoon.

In fact, from my cubicle in the head of�ce of a multinational 
company, located smack bang in the middle of a busy London 
roundabout, there was little chance of ending up anywhere that 
wasn’t surrounded by concrete, cars and buildings all day long.
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN2

�e worst part? It wasn’t the spreadsheet. It wasn’t the way  
I seemed to get every cold that was going around. It wasn’t even 
that people kept telling me I was lucky to have such a ‘great job’... 
while I secretly felt I was dying inside. �e worst part wasn’t any  
of that.

�e worst part was the attitude.  Everyone around me seemed to 
think this was normal – they seemed resigned to this career-cage 
fate. ‘I had such adventures when I was younger,’ reminisced an 
older colleague. ‘I wish I could do that sort of thing now. Of course 
you have to get it out of your system before reality strikes.’

What? Reality? �is man thought that this life – in an arti�cially 
built, over-air conditioned building in the middle of a screaming 
roundabout, hardly seeing daylight three months of the year, with 
the only hope of escape being winning the lottery – he thought that 
was reality ?

Somewhere, somehow, things had gone terribly wrong.
�en again, what did I know? Maybe this man was right. Maybe 

I should just grow up and accept that this was real life. So that’s 
what I did. From that moment on, I threw myself into my career. 
Rose the ranks. Ended up at director level in a City consultancy at 
a relatively young age.

Yet, still something was missing. On the last day of every holiday, 
fuelled by weeks of freedom and sunshine, I’d promise that this  
would be the time I’d �nally �gure out what I really wanted to do 
with my life and get out of there. But within days of getting back to 
the of�ce, that promise would be forgotten.

One day a friend shared the story of someone who had packed 
in her job for a dream life, and we all thought it was fabulous. We 
all said we’d do it too... well, you know... one day. You could tell 
that ‘one day’ wasn’t exactly scheduled into the diary.

I mean, come on. �ose escapes are for someone younger and 
freer, someone older and richer, someone with a di�erent CV. Nice 
dream, but I wasn’t 22 any more. I had bills to pay. A career to con -
sider. Someone like me doesn’t do something like that.

We have been brought up to believe that a job is your only sensible 
option. But is it?
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INTRODUCTION 3

What I do now (work or pleasure?)

Last Tuesday, I boarded a train from Milan to Florence, backpack 
in one hand and laptop in the other. I took the seat next to a nice 
American woman who smiled, glanced at my laptop and asked the 
inevitable: ‘Are you travelling for business or pleasure?’

�at question always trips me up. Work or play? I’m not sure. 
I’m here for a month, my entire business is in my backpack, and yes 
I’m going to work but it’s work I could do anywhere in the world. 
Plus, I’m going to explore and enjoy the country (ie eat unfeasible 
amounts of pasta and say ‘ciao’ to cute boys serving espressos). 
Anyway, I’m not sure where the line between ‘work’ and ‘play’ ends 
any more because I love what I do for a living.

All of which may have been too much information for a smiling 
stranger on the 9.35 train to Florence. So I gave the easy answer: 
‘I’m going to Tuscany to write a book.’

True. However, between you and me, there’s a better answer. 
�at answer is the reason I’m writing this book for you. �e best 
way to put it is: I am a Free Range Human.

Jobs are so last century  
(welcome to free ranging)

�at career advice you got at school all those years ago is out  
of date. More and more people are saying no thanks to the con -
ventional job and are busting out of their beige of�ces to create  
remarkable lives, on their own terms.

�e mission? Freedom and ful�lment: not in retirement, not in 
their annual vacation, but every single day, starting now. �ese  
people are the new Free Range Humans.

Free Range Humans work when, where and how they want and 
get paid to do what they love. Today you can �nd Free Range 
Humans all around the world working happily with their laptops 
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN4

from parks, cafés, beaches and their kitchen tables, making a great 
living without an of�ce or a boss:

 Some free rangers use their new-found independence to 
travel the world full time, such as Hannah and Chris who 
left o� ce life to help companies hire better talent... while on 
their laptops on the other side of the world.

 Others stay at home and spend time with their families, such 
as Emma who left her job as a marketing-campaign manager 
to make a full-time living from YouTube videos... and watch 
her kids grow up.

 Others take the opportunity to pack everything they love 
into a portfolio career so that they don’t have to settle on 
choosing just one thing, such as Elisavet who quit her job as 
a BBC producer and now creates popular cookery courses 
and gets paid to write about music.

 Others use the free range approach to break into their dream 
�eld, without having to convince an employer to hire them 
as a career changer, such as Charlie who went from regular 
of�ce bod to running amazing urban writers’ retreats.

 And, of course, others create a life that allows them to make 
an income while of�ine, unplugged and lying in a hammock 
with a mojito (that would be me, then).

�e free range tribe isn’t united by travel or a particular industry: 
this growing tribe is united in taking a unique approach to problem 
solving and income creation that gives you the freedom to get  
paid to do whatever you darn well please and create an amazing 
lifestyle in the process.

Sounds completely crazy? I agree: a few years ago, making a living 
without a proper job was a crazy far-o� dream that only a ‘lucky’ 
few achieved, but now things are di�erent. Most people don’t know 
about this new option but those who do are poking their heads  
out of the career cage, blinking in the sunlight and �apping their 
wings to a better, free range life. You can too (and this book shows 
you how).
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INTRODUCTION 5

Why this is possible now

We are living at a remarkable point in history. Right now, you can 
make a living from pretty much anything you can imagine. In the 
last �ve to ten years alone, technology has zoomed forward beyond 
anything your college career adviser thought possible and beyond 
anything you read in the job ads:

 Today, you can run a global seminar without even getting 
out of bed.

 You can pack your entire business in your backpack and 
take o� around the world (while still seeing money drop  
into your bank account).

 You can reach 1,000 people at once and create a consistent 
income in a way that was unimaginable 20 years ago.

 You can get known fast, without going to a single early 
morning networking meeting.

 You can have an idea, draw it out, and launch in under  
two weeks...

Crucially, you can do this right now without even quitting your job. 
Starting this evening – from the comfort of your kitchen table – you 
can experiment, run a ‘prototype project’, and start with the ideas 
in this book before  deciding to say goodbye to the boss. �is is how 
I quit my last ever job and how hundreds of other free rangers do  
it too. (Of course if you have to leave your job right now, we have 
options to help with that too!)

Never before has it been possible to go from idea to income  
so easily, but most people still don’t know how to make this work 
(I certainly didn’t when I was in my career cage). Here’s why:

The gap between assumptions and reality

Recently, I went on a boat trip to some beautiful islands in southern 
�ailand. Clear blue waters, cavorting monkeys on islands and 
endless snorkelling. On the boat I met lovely people, most of whom 
had jobs back in the ‘real world’. �ey spoke of how they would 
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN6

love to stay here forever instead of going back to the of�ce at the 
end of their holiday. Over the course of the day one person made 
three comments that stuck in my mind. �ese comments contain 
common assumptions about work – see if you can identify them:

1 About herself : ‘I guess the good thing about working in  
the corporate world is that you can a�ord to visit beautiful 
places like this.’

2 About the boat captain : ‘He must be doing well. �at’s  
the life. Move to �ailand and get rich o� a boat company. 
Maybe he can hire me!’

3 About me : ‘Being able to write and travel must be nice.  
Do you work in pubs or something to keep going?’

Did you identify the assumptions?

Assumption 1 You have to work in a job to get to visit 
beautiful places and have a great lifestyle. I hadn’t yet told 
them that I had been hanging out there for four months and 
hadn’t set foot in an of�ce for years.

Assumption 2 Big shiny infrastructure – especially expensive 
stu� like boats – automatically means a great income. Truth? 
I spoke to the captain and he con�ded that even though his 
tours sell out almost every day, he barely breaks even. �e 
costs simply don’t work – the boat makes him look ‘rich’ but 
the fuel and the sta� don’t come free. (So no, he isn’t going 
to hire her).

Assumption 3 If you don’t have a job and don’t have  
a business that revolves around something you can touch 
(such as boats) then you’re little better than unemployed. 
You must be broke. �at’s the killer assumption, and that’s 
what we are going to challenge throughout this book.

What I am going to show you is how to �gure out what you want, 
create a life that suits you down to the ground, and build a great 
income doing it. �e strategies you will learn do not involve owning 
boats, but they do give you the freedom to hang about diving o� 
them as much as you like.
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INTRODUCTION 7

Welcome to the Third Way

Free ranging is the �ird Way between jobs and high-risk entrepre-
neurship. �is is a new game, with new rules. No funding, no big 
risky investment, no premises, no sta�, but bags of personality, play 
and freedom: that’s a free range business. I’m going to show you 
simple ways to start with what you have and how to create a free 
range income that more than replicates your monthly pay cheque  
(but gives you way more freedom and ful�lment than a job).

�is book shows that you have options other than staying in  
a job for the rest of your days. Which rather begs the question:

What do you really want to do  
with your life?

I’m betting that at least once in the last year you have tried to �gure 
out your ‘dream job’. I’m also betting you haven’t quite  settled on 
one answer yet.

Here’s how it usually works: you struggle for years to identify 
one perfect job. After much searching, maybe you �nd it, fantastic! 
You’ve discovered your dream career! Now, you better hope you’re 
quali�ed for it, hope it pays enough, and hope the employer agrees 
to take you on. If you get past those hurdles (which most don’t) the 
next step is to squeeze the entirety of your rich, complex personality 
and dreams into that one tiny job description and give up on the 
bits that don’t �t. �en, you had better hope you’ll still love it �ve 
years down the line because you don’t want to go through all that  
again.

Tra la. Your dream job. Congratulations.
Doesn’t that sound less than ideal to you?
�e truth is that you are way more interesting and complex than 

a single job description. As a Free Range Human you get to create  
your own dream career when no one job ticks the boxes. You decide 
where you spend your days, what you do, and how you do it. You 
can combine several interests tailored to suit your unique personal-
ity. No more packing yourself into a box.
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN8

If you want to do something very di�erent to what you do now, 
there’s a bonus: free range career change is easier than changing 
�elds in the job world. You don’t have to convince an employer to 
take you on and you don’t need a perfectly matching CV. A Free 
Range Human can build status in a new �eld quickly, make the 
move to pretty much anything that takes their fancy, and constantly 
evolve that as they grow and change.

In this book you are not going to search aimlessly for your dream 
solution, you are going to learn how to grab the reins and create  it. 
�e pay o�? Your life, lived in full colour every day.

You can join us

�e free range tribe is growing and we’d love you to join us. �is 
isn’t a pipe dream reserved for the ‘lucky ones’. More and more 
people are discovering that life no longer has to be a choice between 
trapped and well-o� versus free and broke. I am going to lift the lid 
and show you how real career-cage escapes happen and how you 
can do it too.

What you will discover

In this book you will learn:

 How to �gure out what you really want to do with your life 
(and how to create your own bespoke ‘dream career’).

 How to tweak any idea to suit your personality so you  
don’t have to squeeze yourself into another box.

 How to get paid more by being more you.

 How to make this happen without  an idea for  
a world-changing widget.

 How to test an idea and get going without even quitting 
your job.

 How to go from zero to ‘go-to’ person in your industry  
in months.

 How to start for under £100, with no funding (ie no debt), 
and get your �rst project out there in two weeks.
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INTRODUCTION 9

 How to stand out from the crowd and get paid what you 
deserve.

 How to fast-track your journey to get better results in six 
months than many old-style businesses achieve in six years.

 More to the point, you will learn how to create a lifestyle 
you truly love... while earning a consistent income that more 
than pays the bills.

In the �rst half of this book (Parts 1 and 2), you’ll �gure out what 
you want. �en, in Parts 3 and 4 you’ll start to hatch your escape 
plan.

What this book is not

Before you think that I’m going to paint some crazy vision of quit -
ting your job, �nding some dodgy ‘money making scheme’ and 
hanging out all year doing nothing except working on your tan, let’s 
get real here.

1  This isn’t a get rich quick book. I haven’t found some 
easy button you can press – and neither have the successful 
Free Range Humans I know. In fact, if someone o�ers you 
an ‘overnight get rich quick scheme’, run the other way: in 
my research I’ve found that overnight success happens after 
many nights of getting o� your butt and making stu� 
happen.

�e trick is making the right stu� happen so you can 
enjoy your life. When you know what works (and what 
doesn’t) you can ditch 90 per cent of the activities that 
people unknowingly waste time on in their �rst year, and 
focus only on the 10 per cent that really matters. �ose 
fast-track strategies you will learn in this book.

2  This isn’t a conventional business or careers book. 
Screw risking it all for the teeny chance of a pay-o� down 
the line. �is is a book about you: doing what you love and 
living the life you want to live right freaking now.
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN10

In this book you’ll be putting your strengths, your 
personality and your dreams smack bang at the centre of 
every decision you make, so you can create a really-right 
lifestyle for yourself. To get it right, we will spend time 
upfront getting crystal clear on what you really want to do 
and creating your own solution that �ts you perfectly.

�is book is written as though I were sitting across from 
you, looking you in the eye, and telling you, as a friend,  
what you need to do to get free. I don’t care if the critics  
say this book is too colloquial or informal. I didn’t write it 
for them, I wrote it for you.  No BS. �e occasional strong  
language. Why? So that you get  this on an emotional as well 
as an intellectual level. Business-speak sometimes sanitizes 
important ideas so you go away thinking, ‘Oh yeah, I suppose 
I should do that... one day.’ Screw that. �is is about your 
life: a darn important topic (the most important one of all 
IMHO), and if it takes the occasional enthusiastic italic  to  
make a point, so be it.

3  This isn’t a book about travel. Yes, some free rangers use 
their new-found freedom to travel, but it’s not mandatory!  
In fact, at least half the people pro �led in this book have 
little interest in travelling. �is book doesn’t tell you to live 
any particular lifestyle, it empowers you to create the life you 
want, whatever that may be. (However if you are interested 
in travel, Chapter 3 shows you how to create that lifestyle).

4  This isn’t for someone else (it is for you). �is isn’t 
about ‘luck’ or a clever idea. �is isn’t ‘alright for her but not 
for the likes of me’. �is isn’t for someone with a di�erent 
looking CV and no bills to pay.

�is is for you, honey. I know you picked up this book  
for a reason. You want something more than what you have 
now and that’s not going to come from wishing, waiting or 
browsing another set of job ads.

Free range is the new career change. And it’s far smarter 
than waiting for retirement, wasting your one and only life 
settling for second best.
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INTRODUCTION 11

Right now, thousands of people just like you are realizing that  
the answer to ‘what do I really want to do with my life’ and ‘how 
do I get to get paid to have fun’ are much closer than you think. 
Odds are you’ve been thinking about this for a while, going around 
in circles trying to �nd the solution. �is is where that cycle ends. 
Today, we start your journey from career-cage employee to Free 
Range Human.

Who am I to write this book?

Two answers:

1. I’m someone who has done it for real

A few years ago I was where you are now. Book in hand, trying to 
�gure out what to do (and how to get paid for it). Soon after that 
phone call with my Dad, I fell into a corporate career working with 
companies such as Disney – until I woke up one day, years older, 
knowing I desperately wanted out... but with no idea where to turn.

Long story short, everything changed when I stopped furtively 
browsing the job ads looking for that dream job, and invested the 
time in discovering how to create my own career instead. I built  
up my business on the side... and then quit my job to launch as  
a newbie in a crowded �eld, in the middle of a recession.

Yet by the end of my �rst year I was earning more  per month in 
my free range life than I ever had in that ‘good job’ (you know,  
the one I hung on to for fear of going broke). In this book you will 
learn the techniques I used to make that happen.

Today, I’m living the free range life for real. Because travel is 
important to me, I run my free range career around the world (this 
book was written in �ve di�erent countries). And that’s all fun.

But what I love most is the work I do.  And that’s the main reason 
I’m writing this book.

2. I’ve helped thousands of others do it too

When I quit my job I had no intention of showing others how to  
go free range. But after I broke free, people would take me to one 
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HOW TO BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN12

side and whisper: ‘How did you get out? Can you help me do it 
too?’ So, one rainy afternoon, I started a little blog called Free 
Range Humans. It grew into my main vocation today.

Today, I help people discover what they really  want to do, then 
help them quit their jobs to create amazing lives in which they get 
paid to be themselves. To do this, I run Free Range Humans courses 
online, speak around the world, and do a happy dance each time  
I receive an email from a client who has broken free (you will see 
their stories throughout this book).

�is book is informed by years of helping people discover and 
live their own adventures, whatever they may be. So, while I opened 
up with my story, this isn’t a book about me. It’s a book about what 
really works to discover your dreams and turn them into a (paying) 
reality.

This is the book I wished I had when I was back in  

my job. Use it well.

How to read this book

Do the damn exercises

If you’re as impatient as I am, it is tempting to skim through look -
ing for an answer. However you can’t get the answers just from 
reading. Real insights come in doing, not in ‘thinking about it’. You 
are worth the extra �ve minutes it takes to do an exercise, so get 
that pen ready.

Watch out for those ‘I already know all about that ’ 
moments: in my experience of working with clients,  
the exercises that feel most uncomfortable are probably 
the ones that you most need to do.

TIP
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Take the reins

�is book is intended to be read from start to �nish and that is how 
I suggest you approach it for the best results. However, feel free to 
ignore this advice. Want to skip ahead? Do it. �is is your journey, 
do it in whatever way will work best for you: that’s the free range 
approach and it applies to everything you do from now on.

Think like a Free Range Human

Don’t look for the perfect example of someone exactly in your situ-
ation who made the exact move you are thinking of making. You 
simply won’t �nd them: look hard enough and there will always  be 
a reason why someone’s situation was di�erent, and always a reason 
why it might not be possible. �e question is, are you going to 
choose to let that stop you?

Remember, no one who made their escape is any better than  
you. Free rangers are not smarter, richer, younger, older or more  
attractive; they don’t have a certain CV and their situation is not 
down to fate. Fate is what happens when you get up and do things 
other people thought they could only achieve when ‘luck’ came 
knocking.

My journey from stressed career-cage worker to Free Range 
Human was not about luck or connections, it was down to thinking 
like a free ranger and learning about this new world’s possibilities. 
Possibilities, that, back then, I didn’t even know were out there.  
In this book, you’re going to discover them too. We are going to 
explore, have fun and bust you out of there.
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You've reached the end of 
your free extract 
(ooh, cliffhanger).

The full book is being released very soon: 

make sure you're on the list at 

www.beafreerangehuman.com to be the �rst 

to hear about how to get hold of it (along with 

some free range goodies) to help you make 

2013 the year you sort this all out once and 

for all!

www.beafreerangehuman.com


